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At the 1999 meeting of the American Conference on Romanticism, I found myself wandering around like the Ancient Mariner stopping one in three to ask: “Where are the Jews?” Having spent the better part of the previous two decades exploring the relationship between Blake and Kabbalism, I had come up for air and was astonished to find that in a major conference on Romanticism, attended by a group of international scholars whose interdisciplinary focus transcended virtually all boundaries of time and space, there was absolutely no presentation devoted to the Jews, not even by the Israeli scholars who were there. Yet, as my own research amply demonstrated, there were, indeed, strong historical, cultural, and literary connections between British Romanticism and the Jews, ranging from the legal problems of English Jews, to Christian interests in Judaica and Anglo-Jewish literature, through the post-Holocaust Jewish American critics who opened up the field of Romanticism for the rest of us.

My first thought was to organize a special session on British Romanticism and the Jews for the next ACR Conference, but the deadline had already passed, so I did the next best thing. I advertised for a special session at the next MLA convention. Considering NASSR-L, the list-serv for the North American Society for the Study of Romanticism, as the most efficient means of contacting the largest group of Romanticists, I sent out a call for papers, and as an afterthought, indicated that if there was enough interest, I would be happy to compile an anthology of original essays on any aspect of the intersection between British Romanticism and the Jews. As the rich variety of this volume testifies, there was, indeed, a great deal of interest in the topic, just no appropriate mode of publication. So it is with great pride that I have edited what I hope will be but the first of many different forms of scholarship that help illuminate the wealth of as-yet unexplored material dealing with the interaction between Romanticism and Judaica.

Since January 2000, when I first announced my interest in compiling this volume, I have made many new friends who have been extremely
generous with their time and knowledge, in order to bring this project to fruition. Lilach Lachman, of Tel-Aviv University, whom I met at that first ACR Conference, has provided invaluable advice and guidance from the beginning; and Jeanne Moskal of the University of North Carolina, although not contributing an essay herself, became an e-mail pal, passing on to me any information she thought might be useful, and providing good advice when I had problems. Similarly, I wish to extend a special thanks for the moral and intellectual support provided by Clifford Marks of the University of Wyoming, whose ill health prevented his being a more active partner in the project. Judith W. Page, of the University of Florida, and Esther Schor, of Princeton University, both of whom did write essays for this volume, have served as de facto co-editors, generously helping me with all of the problems that befall a first-time editor, from basic information about the content of papers to advice about the best way to get this kind of anthology published. I also wish to thank all of the other contributors to the project, whose personal attention has helped make this volume more than simply another collection of essays. Marilyn Gaull, of Temple and New York Universities—who considered this book her Christmas present—has been an enthusiastic and informed advocate, generating Palgrave’s interest in the concept of the project and providing her own editorial skill for its execution. Without Marilyn’s unstinting assistance, this anthology would not have made nearly the contribution that it does. Finally, I would like to thank Kristi Long, Senior Editor at Palgrave, Roee Raz, her Editorial Assistant, and Donna Cherry, Palgrave’s Production Manager, for turning this project into a reality. Its strengths are due to all those who believed in the project; its weaknesses, unfortunately, are my own.
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